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Even as the luxury business grows and retail sales climb, the high-end fashion and leather goods sector is facing
questions of relevancy as consumer tastes evolve.

Sustainability and minimalism are two trends influencing shoppers' decisions, particularly younger consumers
such as millennials and Generation Z consumers. During a webinar hosted by Luxury Daily on May 15, panelists
also noted how the concept of luxury itself is changing, which needs to be reflected in brands' marketing efforts.
"Brands need to be constantly evolving because consumers are constantly evolving," said Beth Goldstein, executive
director and industry analyst for accessories and footwear at NPD Group. "Younger consumers don't necessarily
think they need to own everything, or that they need to own everything new."
Utilitarian minimalism
Expectations are starting to change at a rapid pace across consumer groups and sectors.
Despite the saturation of options in the fashion sector, driven by fast fashion, many consumers are looking to
simplify their lives and own fewer belongings.

Consumers want luxury goods that are both fashionable and functional. Image courtesy of Prada
Some brands are encouraging their own clients to buy less but buy better.
"Brands and retailers are stepping up their sustainability goals," Ms. Goldstein said.
Ms. Goldstein noted the surging popularity of decluttering guru Marie Kondo and the growth of secondhand apparel
and rental platforms such as Rebag, T he RealReal and Rent the Runway. Retailers Farfetch and Neiman Marcus are
also investing in the circular economy with resale partnerships.
Danilo Venturi, director at Italian fashion school Polimoda, agreed that sustainability is one of the leading
challenges facing the fashion and leather goods industries.
"Leather goods can be more sustainable than artificial materials," Mr. Venturi said, explaining that these products
have long lifespans, particularly in the case of secondhand and vintage leather.
Reflecting their desire for minimalism, consumers are looking for multifunctional products.
For instance, Ms. Goldstein noted that there are more convertible handbags, which can be worn in multiple ways, on
the market than in the past. Previous research from NPD Group shows that consumers are interested in accessories
that provide both function and luxury (see story).
Interest in utilitarian pieces is also helping drive the growth of luxury footwear and athleisure. Meanwhile, sales for
fashion accessories have softened.
Brands are starting to recognize that not only have consumer tastes changed, but their shopping habits have as well.

Brands needs to be easily accessible on mobile. Image credit: Swarovski
Mobile is increasing becoming a vital touchpoint in reaching consumers. Marketing content needs to be informative
and easily available, especially since millennials are primarily engaging on social media and have little interest in
searching multiple sites as they shop.
"T he physical store is not necessarily the flagship as much as the ecommerce storefront," said T om Strollo, global
lead at CreativeDrive/Fashion and Beauty (CDFB).
Changing POV
Many brands are looking to improve their content, particularly closer to the point of purchase.
Since younger consumers want to feel as if they belong to communities, marketing also needs to reflect diversity.

T his also includes geographic diversity so that brands can reach both urban and suburban consumers.
Panelists encouraged brands to optimize creative content to relate to wide audiences.
"Collaborations can be very effective and help brands stay fresh, especially heritage brands that have been around
for awhile," Mr. Strollo said.
For instance, Italian fashion label Versace and the streetwear label Kith recently worked together for a collaborative
collection.
T he 100 co-branded pieces drew from silhouettes designed by Kith and featured fabrics sourced by Versace,
combining both of their aesthetics. For the joint venture, the Versace Medusa logo was given its first redesign, with
the Kith brand name covering the mythical figure's eyes (see story).
Panelists also agreed that Italian fashion label Gucci is one of the leaders in harnessing creative digital efforts to
remain relevant and inclusive.
Last year, Gucci introduced Gucci Equilibrium, a microsite that delves into the brand's efforts regarding people and
the planet. Gucci is also focused on developing new ways of doing business, from adopting more sustainable
processes to fostering ideas at its ArtLab leather center of excellence (see story).
T he label also changed its retail strategy with the opening of Gucci Garden in Florence. Envisioned by Gucci
creative director Alessandro Michele, the museum-like space includes a store retailing one-of-a-kind merchandise
and a dining concept (see story).
"Brand management will become more and more culture management," Polimoda's Mr. Venturi said.
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